
Latest News and Opera Glass Top 10

You Have Been Spotted!
Following a request from the film makers, we supplied blue binoculars which guests can 
be seen using during an episode of Don’t Tell the Bride filmed late last year in Cornwall. 

Musical Week was the 2015 Strictly Quarter Final when the dancing couples can be 
seen eyeing up their opposition!     
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London Opera Glass 
Top 10 Theatres

For the last quarter of 2015, we 
decided to double the number of 

hampers to 10! 

The 10 winning theatres,
in alphabetical order, are: 

Apollo Victoria Theatre
Cambridge Theatre
Dominion Theatre

Duke of York’s Theatre 
Her Majesty’s Theatre 

Lyceum Theatre 
Manchester, Opera House
Nottingham, Theatre Royal

Savoy Theatre
Shaftesbury Theatre

Our winning theatres are based 
on Front of House teams, who on 
a regular basis, replaced lost or 
missing opera glasses between 

our frequent service visits.

A big thank you must also go to all 
the other venues offering our opera 
glass service to their theatregoers 

who love using our service to 
enhance their theatre experience.

Remember, your theatre 
commission can increase, by 
ensuring any missing opera 

glasses are replaced in good 
time before the start of each 

performance.

Transformation at the Apollo Victoria  
Opened in 1930 as the New Victoria Cinema, the auditorium was designed to represent 
a ‘fairy cavern under the sea, or a mermaid’s dream of heaven’. This theme was reflected 
in the original seating and carpet design which created a wave effect in greens, blues 
and silvers. 

Now, fast-forward to last year and the start of the major project, replacement seating, 
carpet and new green opera glasses, will be completed in time for Wicked’s 10th 
Anniversary in September 2016.

The first phase in the Stalls, finished over recent weeks, is creating another ripple in 
terms of great positive feedback from theatre staff and many patrons regarding the 
comfort of the new seats.

If you have your own opera glass stories, or if you’d like to know more about our 
services and how we can help increase your venues profits, please do get in touch.
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